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To the inhabitants of certain counties lying west of the Laurell Hill, in the State of
Pennsylvania. Friends and fellow citizens. You see encamped in the bosom of your
district, a numerous and well appointed army, formed of citizens of every description
from this, and the neighbouring states of New-Jersey, Maryland, and Virginia, whom
the violated laws of our common country have called from their homes to vindicate
and restore their authority. [Advising obedience to law signing attached oath; and
forming themselves into regiments under their own officers] Given under my hand
at Head-Quarters, near Parkinson's Ferry this day of November, 1794. Henry Lee.
[Pittsburgh Printed by John Scull, 1794].

To the Inhabitants of certain Counties lying west of the Laurell Hill, in the State of Pennsylvania.

Friends and Fellow Citizens,

You see encamped in the bosom of your district, a numerous and well appointed army, formed of
citizens of every description from this, and the neighbouring states of New-Jersey, Maryland, and
Virginia, whom the violated laws of our common country have called from their homes to vindicate
and restore their authority.

The sacrifice of private interest and ease, the relinquishment of family and friends, and of all the
domestic comforts and enjoyments, the fatigues of a long and arduous march at an inclement
season, the many inconveniences and hazards of military life, could not withhold them from
obeying with alacrity so sacred a call. Actual hardships and sufferings, such as might try the
patience of troops the most inured to military toils, have only served to display in strong colours the
genuineness of the patriotic sentiments by which they are impelled, and to furnish a memorable
example of the fortitude and perseverance capable of surmounting all obstacles, which may be
expected from men who are moved by principle and the love of their country. The scene before your
eyes ought to be an instructive one; it ought to teach many useful truths, which should, for your own
happiness, make a deep and lasting impression on your minds.

In the sudden collection and rapid movement into your country, of so respectable a force, you
behold an unequivocal proof of the ability and determination of the people of the United States
to uphold the government they have established, as well as of the energy and resources of that
government.
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You see the fallacy of the suggestions by which most of you have been deceived, as to the power of
the government, and the inclination of the great body of the citizens to support and maintain the
authority of the laws.

In the largeness of the force which has come into your country (though partial inconveniences
may attend it) may be discerned another evidence of the clemency, as well as of the power of
government.

A beloved President, whose wisdom and virtues will be indelibly engraven on the heart of every
true American to the latest posterity, unmindful of the neglect with which his parental overtures
were treated, has still sought to save the deluded from the fatal consequences to which the violence
of their passions has exposed them, by convincing the most obstinate and the most rash that
resistance would be madness.

Those who have been perverted from their duty may now perceive the dangerous tendency of the
doctrines by which they have been misled, and how unworthy of their confidence are the men by
whom, for personal and sinister purposes they have been brought, step by step, to the precipice
from which they have no escape but in the moderation and benignity of that very government which
they have vilified, insulted and opposed.

The friends of order may also perceive in the perils and evils that have for some time surrounded
them, how unwise and even culpable is that carelessness and apathy with which they have
permitted the gradual approaches of disorder and anarchy.

All ought to see the extreme danger of sporting with the public passions, of misrepresenting the
measures of government, of converting differences of opinion about the means of promoting the
public good into evidences of pernicious designs, of interested and corrupt aims, of criminal plots
against the liberty and happiness of the people.

Let chimeras like these no longer disturb our tranquility; let them be banished as the inventions of
men, who, at the expence of truth, and at the hazard of the peace and tranquility of the community.
seek either to destroy a fabric which the people have reared as the depository of their happiness, or
to gratify their rivalships and resentments to promote their own aggrandizement.

In thus addressing myself to you, you must be sensible that I can have no motive but my solicitude
for the restoration of your happiness, to establish and perpetuate which is the principal object of
the command with which I am entrusted. The attainment of this, and every other end of my trust,
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with as little inconvenience to individuals as shall be practicable, is what I anxiously desire, and will
materially depend upon yourselves.

Under the influence of this sentiment, I recommend to the citizens in general to give every evidence
in their power of a disposition friendly to the constitution and government; to demean themselves
peaceably, and remain quietly at home; to contribute all in their power towards the accommodation
and supply of the army; to prepare, and produce freely what they have to spare of the necessaries
of life; and to content themselves in the sale thereof with the price to which they have been
accustomed, avoiding all appearance of exaction and extortion.

By this conduct the evils unavoidably incident to the presence of an army will be in a great degree
mitigated, if not effectually removed.

I further recommend to all the well-disposed to manifest their good intentions by taking and
subscribing without delay, sincerely and truly, an oath to support the constitution and obey the laws,
and by entering into an association to protect and aid all the officers of government in the execution
of their respective duties, and to protect them from ill-treatment of every sort. For this purpose a
paper will be deposited with magistrates in each county, according to the form subjoined.

I do also exhort all men capable and willing to bear arms, truly attached to their government and
country, to array themselves into regiments, one for each county, and to place themselves under
such officers as may be selected by the Governor of the state, known to be firm friends to order and
right, upon the express conditions of holding themselves in constant readiness to act in defence of
the civil authority, whenever called upon, receiving for their services the same pay and subsistence
as is allowed to the militia of the United States, when in actual service.

In pursuance of the authority vested in me by the President of the Unites States, and in obedience
to his instructions, I do moreover assure all who may have entitled themselves to the benefit of the
amnesty proffered by the Commissioners heretofore sent by him to this district, and who may not
have forfeited their title by subsequent misconduct, that the promise will be faithfully and liberally
observed, and that all possible endeavors will be used to prevent injury to the persons or property
of peaceable citizens, by the troops, whose sole province it is to subdue those, if any there should
be, hardy enough to attempt an armed resistance, and to support and aid the civil authority, as far
as may be required. To the promulgation of these my orders, I with pleasure add my assurances
that every exertion will be made be me, and (from my knowledge of the officers and soldiers of the
army) I am persuaded with full success, to carry these wise and benevolent views of the President
into complete effect.
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Given under my hand at Head-Quarters, near Parkinson's Ferry, this eighth day of November, 1794.

HENRY LEE.

By the Commander in Chief, G. K. TAYLOR, Aid-de-Camp.

I, A. B. do solemnly, in the presence of Almighty God, swear and declare that I will faithfully
and sincerely support the Constitution of the United States, and obey all laws thereof, and will
discountenance opposition thereto, except by way of petition and remonstrance, and all attempts to
resist, obstruct or ill-treat the officers of the United States in the execution of their respective duties.
So help me God.

And in pursuance of the above oath, I do hereby engage and associate myself to and with all others
who may subscribe these presents, to countenance and protect the officers of the United States, in
the execution of their said duties according to law, and to discover and bring to justice all persons
who may be concerned, directly or indirectly in illegally hindering or obstructing the said officers
or any of them in the execution of his or their duty, or in doing any manner of violence to them or
any of them. In witness of all which, I have hereunto subscribed my hand, the day and year above
written. A. B.


